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I'm thrilled that you are considering working

with me to transform your house into a

beautifully organized home.

Spend some time reviewing this guide. If, after

reading this, you feel like we'd be a good

match, let's setup a time to discuss an

organizing plan.

 

 

DISCOVER YOUR STYLE

I'll help you and your family discover your

personal organizing style and design an

organizing system that will work with that style,

so you'll never struggle with mess or clutter

again.

Welcome



Let's transform your house into a

beautifully organized home...that stays that

way for good.

Step-By-Step Guide for

MY SERVICES
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Before we work together, we will discuss over the
phone your needs and your vision. I'll help you

discover your organizing style, and we'll create a
plan for your home.

On our first day together, we will begin by
decluttering your home. I will ensure that this

process is as stress-free and painless as possible
and YOU will make all the decisions on what stays

and what goes. 

Once we have decluttered, I will design and
implement an organizing system that works with

your natural organizing style. You will have
complete control over the design of your space. 
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Free  Phone Consultation1.

2. Guided Declutter

3. Custom Organizing
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Moving to a new place? Not sure how to find a home
for all your items in a way works for you and your

family?
 

I will help you unpack and organize your space that
functions and meets the needs of your family.

Unpacking
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15 minute discussion of needs and
services

Free Phone Consultation

decluttering
organizing
unpacking

Subsequent Spaces

decluttering
organizing
unpacking

Senior Discount 65+

$0

$50

$40

My Services

*Prices are by the hour per organizer

| decluttering
organizing
unpacking

First Time Clients - First Space

$40

|

|

|
|



What Clutterbug are you? 

During our initial FREE consultation, I'll listen to you describe

your needs and help you discover your personal organizing style. 

Together, we can create a custom organizing design that works

with your natural organizing style so that your space will stay

neat and organized long term. 

Organization IS NOT one-size-fits-all.

© Cassandra Aarsen| www.clutterbug.com



A Ladybug craves
visual simplicity and
macro organization

A Cricket craves visual
simplicity and

micro organization

A Bee craves visual
abundance and

micro organization

A Butterfly craves
visual abundance and
macro organization
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Krista has an innate talent in
organization. She has tackled
many projects for my
business. 

Sabina, Benbrook, TX

Krista is a natural organizer. If you
are having trouble getting a project
started she's the one to call.

Brenda, Austin, TX

What Clients

are Saying...



Decluttering
Paper Organization
Toys and Kids Bedrooms
Creating Landing Zones
Creating Command Centers
Organizing Photos
Kitchen and Bathroom Organization
Garage and Tools
Office Spaces
Craft Rooms and Supplies
Mudrooms
Classrooms
Unpacking

I specialize in: 

Let's Get Organized



I am a Certified Organizational

Specialist. I have an instinct and

passion for organization. I

understand that organizing is

different for everyone and their

space. 

Learn more about me and my

business at: 

www.aceofspaceorganizing.com

Organization isn't one-size-fits all.

You are NOT messy, you just organize differently. 

Why Me?



If you feel like I would
be a good fit to help you
with your space please
reach out to me so we
can set up an
appointment. My
contact information is
below.

CONTACT ME

Krista Jensen

 
www.aceofspaceorganizing.com

krista@aceofspaceorganizing.com

512-806-4612



About Me
My name is Krista and I have always found great
joy in organizing and decluttering. Even as a child
I loved to arrange the toy shelves, my closet and
my bedroom just so. However, I must also admit
that I am a third generation packrat. What’s a
packrat you say? It’s someone who keeps a lot of
stuff that is usually not needed. I am able to hoard
lots of stuff away in a neat and organized manner.
Anyone who has ever helped me move has always
been amazed by the amount of things I have,
because they never realized how well I maximized
my storage space!

I have been a teacher for 17 years. Establishing
and maintaining order and systems are vital to
keep a classroom running smoothly. I have moved
over 10 times and set up 10 different classrooms
and 10 different homes. It always excites me to set
up a new space and find the best way to make it
function at its full potential. Over the years I have
helped friends and family with their closets,
bedrooms, pantries, sheds, classrooms, kitchens,
and even freezers and fridges, because I enjoy it
so much. I take great satisfaction in helping
someone find delight in a space that they have
been struggling to tame.

After teaching through the year of covid I
decided it was the perfect time to transition into
helping others gain the confidence to manage
their space.


